In the name of Allah the Merciful

Agreement text between Jabhat al-Nusra [The Victory Front] and al-Farqa 13 [Brigade 13]

By the presence and approval of Allah, Jabhat al-Nusra and al-Farqa 13 have agreed to represent the two sides by pledging the following:

Firstly: There will be no attacks on the headquarters or people until the ruling of the unison committee is released and concluded.

Secondly: There will be a cease of provocations on social media such as Twitter and [similar platforms] and of protests and [similar actions] on the ground until the ruling of the unison committee is released and concluded.

Thirdly: The remarks of Sheikh Ahmed ‘Alwan are considered personal remarks that he is responsible for, and al-Farqa 13 do not take the consequences of these.

Jabhat al-Nusra          Al-Farqa 13
[illegible]               [illegible]

Witness one              Witness two
[illegible]               [illegible]


[Non-Official Translation, Simen Jordsmyr Holm]